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Abstract: The study of discovering frequent patterns
in a dataset is a well defined data mining problem.
There are many approaches to resolve this problem
including. Clustering is one of the common data
mining approaches which is used for discovering
data distribution and patterns in a dataset. Many
algorithms have been proposed for finding clusters
among frequent patterns itemsets. clustering fuzzy
temporal data is an extension of temporal data
mining. Here we try to find clusters among frequent
itemsets based on fuzzy intervals of frequencies. In
this paper, we propose a agglomerative hierarchical
clustering algorithm to find clusters among the
frequent itemsets obtained from fuzzy temporal data.
The efficacy of the proposed method is established
through experimentation on real datasets.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering is one of the common data mining
problems which follow unsupervised learning
approach and it is very useful for the discovering data
distribution and patterns in the datasets [1].
Association rule mining is another common data
mining problem which focuses on deriving
associations among data. The association rule
mining problem was formulated by Agrawal et al [2].
Mining a sso ciatio n rules from temporal dataset is
also an interesting data-mining problem and recently
it has earned a lot of attention. In [3], Ale et al have
proposed a method of extracting association rules
which hold througho ut the life-span of an itemset
where the life-span of an itemset is defined as the
time-period between the first transaction and last
transaction containing the itemset. In [4], the work
proposed by Ale and Rossi [ 3] is extended by
incorporating time-gap between two consecutive
transactions containing an item to solve some of
these issues.
The algorithm proposed in [4] outputs all locally
frequent itemsets along with the list of time-intervals.
In [5], a method of extracting frequent itemsets from
fuzzy temporal data is proposed. The algorithm [5]
gives as output locally frequent itemsets where each
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locally frequent itemset is associated with one or
more fuzzy time intervals where it is frequent. For
the sake of convenience we call locally frequent
itemset as frequent itemset. The fuzzy time interval
associated with frequent itemsets exhibits some
interesting properties. Both intra itemsets and inter
intemsets study can be made. In intra itemset study,
the most important example is finding cyclic patterns
[6]. In inter itemset study, we derive clustering of the
frequent itemsets.
In this paper, we propose a method to find clusters
among fr e q u e n t patterns/ itemsets based fuzzy
time intervals associated with them. As the variance
of a fuzzy number is invariant with respect to
translation; it can be used to define the similarity
measures between clusters consisting of frequent
patterns. Here, we first define similarity between pair
of frequent patterns having fuzzy time-intervals as
their interval of frequencies as ratio of difference of
variances of fuzzy time-intervals to the sum of the
same. If the similarity val u e is less than a preassigned threshold, then the corresponding patterns
will be similar and will belong to the same
clusters, otherwise they will belong to different
clusters. If the similarity value is either 0 or 1, then
the corresponding patterns are exactly similar or
exactly dissimilar respectively. Secondly, we define
the similarity between pair of clusters consisting of
similar frequent patterns as the ratio of difference
of the average of variances of fuzzy time-intervals of
the similar patterns belonging to each cluster to the
sum of the same. Then, a merge function is defined
in terms of the similarity. If the value of the
similarity function is less than a pre-assigned
threshold, then the corresponding cluster pairs are
similar and they will be merged using merge
function to form a larger cluster. Finally, we present
an algorithm for the clustering of frequent patterns.
The w h o l e a p p r o a c h i s s i m i l a r t o t h a t
[ 7 ] u s e d f i n d c l u s t e r s from non-fuzzy
temporal data.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section-2 we
discuss about related works. Section-3 presents a
brief review of the definitions, notations and
symbols used in this paper. The proposed algorithm
is presented in Section-4. Section-5 gives the
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experimental results of the proposed algorithm.
Finally, we conclude the paper with possible future
enhancements of the proposed work in Section- 6.
II. RELATED WORKS
This section presents a brief review of the existing
research findings related to our work. In [8], an
algorithm for clustering categorical data has been
proposed. During the last few years the concept of
fuzzy sets [9] has been widely used in different areas
including cluster analysis and pattern recognition. In
[10], the author has proposed an agglomerative
algorithm for clustering categorical data using a
fuzzy set based approach. Many researchers are
attracted to the concept of finding associations among
data. An efficient algorithm for the discovery of
association rule is presented in [11]. In [9], an
algorithm for discovery of temporal association rules
is described. In [10], the works proposed in [9] is
extended by incorporating time-gap between two
consecutive transactions containing an item. The
algorithm [10] gives all locally frequent itemsets
along with the lists of time intervals. An algorithm
for finding locally frequent itemsets fro fuzzy
temporal data is discussed in [5] where locally
frequent itemset is associated with one or more fuzzy
time interval. Finding cyclic patterns from such data
is discussed in [6]. Clustering is one of the important
data mining techniques [12] and is applied to
different types of datasets ([13], [14]). In [15], an
agglomerative hierarchical clustering method based
on multi view point is discussed. In this paper, our
focus is to develop an agglomerative hierarchical
clustering method to cluster frequent temporal
patterns using fuzzy time intervals associated with
them.
III. DEFINITION, NOTATION AND SYMBOLS
USED.
In this section, we present a summarized view of
some basic concepts, definitions and results on
which our proposed work is based.
Definition 3.1 (Possibilistic m e a n and possibilistic
variance of a fuzzy number).
Let F be a family of fuzzy number and A be a fuzzy
number belonging to F. Let A =[a1( ), a2( )], [0,
1] be an -cut of A. The interval-valued possibilistic
mean [16] of fuzzy number A F is defined as
M(A) = [ M*(A), M*(A) ]
where the lower possibilistic mean value of A is
expressed as
1

M*(A) =

2

a1 ( )d
0

Similarly, the upper possibilistic mean value of A is
expressed as
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1
*

M (A) = 2

a2 ( )d
0

And the possibilistic variance [16] of A F is
expressed as
1

Var (A) =

(a2 ( ) a1 ( ))2 d

1
2
0

Thus the variance of A is the expected value of the
squared-deviations between arithmetic mean and the
endpoints of its -cuts. Also the variance of a fuzzy
number is invariant to shifting. [16].
Definition 3.2 (Similarity measure between pairs of
frequent pairs of frequent patterns having fuzzy time
intervals as their interval of frequencies). Let A1 and
A2 be two frequent patterns with fuzzy time intervals
T1 and T2 respectively. The similarity measure [7]
between A1 and A2 is represented as sim(A1,A2) and
defined in the equation in which var(T1) is the
variance of the fuzzy time interval T 1 associated with
A1, var(T2) is the variance of the fuzzy time interval
T2 associated with A2, and | | is the absolute value
function.

We consider two patterns as similar if and only if
value of their sim f u n c t i o n [ 7 ] is less than or
equal to a pre-assigned threshold value, otherwise
they will be dissimilar. For a value 0 they will be
precisely similar and that for 1 they will be
precisely dissimilar.
Definition 3 .3 ( Similarity o f pairs of clusters
containing similar patterns).
Let C1 and C2 be two clusters and let C1 consist of
similar patterns say {A[i]; i=1,2,…n1} and C2
consists of similar patterns say {B[i]; i=1,2,….n2}.
The similarity between C1 and C2 is defined using
equation in which D1
1 is the
average of the variances of {T[i]; I = 1,2,……,n1}
that are associated with the similar patterns {A[i]; i=
1,2,….,n1} of C1 and D2
2 is the
average of variances of {T[i]; I = 1,2,……,n1} that
are associated with similar patterns {B[i]; I =
1,2,….,n2} of C2.

Definition 3.4 (Merger of Clusters)
Let C1 and C2 be two clusters having n1 and n2
patterns respectively. Let C be the cluster obtained by
merging C1 and C2. Then the merge function is
defined as merge (C1, C2) = C1 U C2, if and only if
sim( C1,C2)≤θ, where θ is a pre-defined threshold
value [see e.g. [7]]
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IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this section, we present the proposed clustering
algorithm based on the concepts discussed in the
previous section [7]. The algorithm is similar to the
algorithm [7] that is used to find clusters among
periodic patterns [4]. The dataset associated with [7]
is temporal however in our case it is fuzzy temporal.
For the proposed algorithm, all frequent patterns
having fuzzy time intervals describing their
interval of frequencies serves as input data. The
methods to find frequent patterns having fuzzy time
intervals as their time intervals of frequencies are
discussed in [5] which is termed as locally frequent
itemsets over fuzzy time intervals. Since the variance
of fuzzy intervals are invariant to shifting, two
periodic patterns having the same value of variance
for the fuzzy t i m e intervals describing their
intervals of frequencies can be considered to be
similar. Considering frequent patterns along with
fuzzy time intervals describing their interval of
frequencies (each pattern is associated with one or
more fuzzy time interval), we want to find clusters
among frequent patterns such that all similar
frequent patterns are grouped in the same cluster.
The similarity between two patterns is defined in
terms of variance of the fuzzy time intervals
associated with them, i.e., two patterns having
fuzzy time intervals T1 and T2 are similar if and only
if the value of the corresponding sim function
(defined in section-3) is less than a pre-defined
threshold. In order to start the clustering process,
each pattern is assigned to a separate cluster.
Thereafter, for each pair of clusters the similarity
values is calculated and merged function is applied
(to generate a new bigger cluster), if the similarity
value is within the threshold. The process of
merging continues till no merger of clusters is
possible or there is only one cluster at the top. In this
way, the process to generate clusters is hierarchicalagglomerative. The pseudo code for the proposed
algorithm is given below

Algorithm Frequent Pattern Clustering (k, θ)
Input: The number of frequent patterns k and threshold θ.
Output: A set of clusters S
Setps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

start
S ←ϕ
input k, θ
i←1
while(i≤ k)
read a frequent pattern p[i]
construct a cluster C consisting of p[i] only
while there is C1 ∈ S with sim(C1 ,C )≤ θ
C2 ← merge (C1 ,C)
Remove C1 from S
C ← C2
end while
i ← i+1
add C to S
end while
return S
stop

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING AND RESULTS
For experimental purpose, we have used a synthetic
dataset T10I4D100K, available from FIMI1 website.
A summarized view of the dataset is presented in
Table 1. We incorporate fuzzy time stamp on the
dataset to make it suitable for our experiment.
Table 1: T10I4D100K dataset characteristics
Max
#
#
Min
Dataset
ǀ T
Items
Transactions
ǀ Tǀ
ǀ
T10I4D100K

942

100000

4

77

Avg
ǀ Tǀ
39

Table 2: Clustering results along with the number of misclassified
itemsets for different
set of transactions
Dataset
Max no of
#Clusters
#Itemsets
items
obtained
misclassified
T1
115
8
4
T2
205
10
4
T3
253
12
3
T4
320
14
3
T5
360
18
2
T6
478
22
2
T7
967
25
1

Thereafter, we have applied the proposed
agglomerative-hierarchical algorithm to find clusters
among the patterns. For threshold value (θ = 0.4), the
clustering results along with the number of
misclassified itemsets obtained from the dataset is
presented in Table 2. It can be observed from Table 2
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that with increasing number of transactions in the
datasets the number of misclassified items is less.

[10]

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an agglomerativehierarchical clustering algorithm to find clusters
among frequent patterns with fuzzy time intervals.
The algorithm is similar to [7] that is used to find
clusters among periodic patterns discussed in [4].
The algorithm starts with as many clusters as the
frequent patterns having fuzzy time intervals.
Then, the pairs of clusters are merged if their
similarity value is less than a pre-defined threshold.
The process continues till a specified number of
clusters is obtained or there is no two patterns having
similarity value less than the threshold and belongs
to two different clusters. We have also presented a
similarity measure defined in terms of variances of
the fuzzy time intervals associated with the
corresponding periodic patterns where fuzzy time
intervals are obtained using a method based on set
superimposition.
Although, we have used the agglomerativehierarchical algorithm for clustering purpose, any
other clustering algorithm can be applied provided
the similarity measure is properly defined.
Moreover, instead of variance other statistical
parameters can be used to define similarity measure
in future.
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